I
n the practice of international courts and tribunals, including that of the International Court of Justice, there is a certain reluctance to indicate interim measures of protection, notwithstanding the very large discretion usually granted by the Statutes or arbitral compromises constituting those courts and tribunals. They consider such measures an exceptional remedy -which is correct -but sometimes they seem to utilise that exceptional character to justify their abstention from indicating any at all.
We believe that, contrary to that tendency, the Order of 3 December 2001 of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea in the MOX Plant case reveals a wholesome lack of prejudice against provisional measures and a commendable example of respect for the environment of the Irish Sea and for the procedural rights of the Party requesting the measures.
The present chapter will presuppose that prima facie jurisdiction of the court or tribunal in question has been already established.
II. The "Exceptional Character" of Provisional Measures
"Nevertheless realization of the fact that under certain circumstances delay is equivalent to denial of justice, and that a remedy not available until expiration of the time required to obtain a final judgment in the normal course of proceedings is no remedy at all, has moved legislators universally to institute remedies pendente lite. Administration of justice according to law thereby extends its empire and the scope of self-help is accordingly diminished." 2 It would seem that preventing a denial of justice and diminishing the scope of self-help are important objectives in litigation, and not altogether compatible with the sometimes extreme judicial reluctance to indicate interim measures of protection. Their being exceptional means no more than that they are based on different principles and have a different nature than other judicial decisions, for instance that they are not res judicata and therefore may be reversed at any moment pendente lite. It is true that special caution should be employed to avoid anticipation of the final judgment through a provisional measure, but it should also be borne in mind that abstaining from indicating one may have at times the same anticipatory though opposite effect.
In the MOX Plant Order of 3 December 2001, one further motive has intervened besides that of preserving certain rights of Ireland, namely, that of preventing pollution of the Irish Sea environment, which is high in the scale of values of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (LOS Convention) and of the international community. Similar considerations may be valid in other multilateral and even bilateral instruments: regional agreements include prohibitions such as the causing of "serious damage" of article 290 of the LOS Convention, revealing public order concerns of that particular community. Id.
